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Purpose
• Review anticipated growth in Overlake
• Introduce topics where staff developed policy options &
alternatives
Seeking input and discussion on these options and
alternatives
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Overlake
Subareas
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Overlake
Zoning
Districts
OBAT = Overlake Business and Advanced
Technology zoning district
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The Future of Overlake
• What growth is expected
• Transit-Oriented Development

Overlake Metro Center
• These centers have a primary regional role – they have dense
existing jobs and housing, high quality transit service, and
are planning for significant growth. They will continue to serve
as major transit hubs for the region and provide regional
services and serve as major civic and cultural centers.

Formerly an “urban center” but now “metropolitan growth center” per new regional
planning labeling system.
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Accommodating
Growth
Required to show capacity for 24,000
new jobs and 20,000 new housing
units by 2044.
Direction we’re going:
• Focusing growth near light rail
stations
• Transit-Oriented Development
within 10-min walk of stations
• Models indicate Overlake to
take 13-41% of City’s growth
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What is Transit-Oriented
Development (TOD)?
Medium- and/or high-density housing,
commercial, services, and job opportunities
developed close to public transit stations…
Intended to reduce dependency on
automobiles, improve mobility, and
improve access between residences, jobs,
and services.
- PSRC, Growing Transit Communities
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Equitable TOD
• Within the context of the
growth anticipated and the
growth scenarios that are
being reviewed, what does
eTOD look like physically,
and what development
standards, performance
metrics, services/amenities,
etc. are needed?

Sustainable &
Resilient TOD
• Will be using Sustainability &
Resilience “lenses” for
policies
• Working with Sustainability
Advisory Committee and
other stakeholders
• Climate change impacts
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Equitable Transit Communities
…are mixed-use, transit-served neighborhoods that provide housing
and transportation choices and greater social and economic
opportunity for current and future residents.
…promote local community and economic development by
providing housing types at a range of densities and affordability
levels, commercial and retail spaces, community services, and other
amenities that are integrated into safe, walkable neighborhoods.
…are created through inclusive planning and decision-making
processes, resulting in development outcomes that… enhance public
health for socially and economically diverse populations.
The Growing Transit Communities Strategy (PSRC 2013)
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Policy Considerations
• Maximize opportunities for TransitOriented Development (LU-C)
• Consolidate and reduce the number
of Land Use and Zoning Categories
(LU-A)
• Remove barriers to accommodating
growth & implementing vision

NOTE: Discussion on
these policy options are
preliminary only. These
policies will not be able to
be finalized until we have
a preferred alternative
(some options may not be
viable, depending on how
we distribute growth).

• Must show capacity for the growth
allocated to Redmond
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Maximize the opportunity
presented by Transit-Oriented
Development (TOD)

Policy Consideration
LU-C

Maximize the opportunity presented by Transit Oriented
Development.
Lands around light rail stations should maximize TOD to
leverage opportunities provided by access to transit, such as
walkable neighborhoods, reduced reliance on automobiles,
and affordable housing.

Applicable
Themes:
•

Equity and
Inclusion

•

Resiliency

•

Sustainability
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Policy
Question
How should
existing
policies, that
may limit the
ability to
implement
TOD, be
modified or
eliminated?

A

No major changes

Impacts:
- TOD potential not
maximized
- Overlake Village
goes taller
- May not be able to
accommodate growth

B

Amend policy
language to
eliminate barriers
and focus TOD near
stations
Impacts:
- TOD potential not
maximized
- Leaves room for future
amendments

C

Significantly edit or
remove policies
that may impact
maximum potential
for TOD
Impacts:
- Maximizes TOD
potential immediately
- Might see broader
redevelopment and
displacement pressure
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Related Policies
• Office campus style development
• Specific business sectors
• Views of the Cascade Mountains
• Buildings are not to be bulky or massive
• Lower-intensity development near Bel-Red Road
• Stand-alone multi-family in Overlake Village

Maximize Opportunity for Transit Oriented Development
Option A: Maintain existing

B: Focus on maximizing TOD
policies related to campus potential around the light rail
style developments,
stations and maintain existing
views, and business
policy direction in the rest of
sectors.
OBAT.

C: Significantly modify or remove
policies related to campus style
developments, views, and
business sectors to maximize TOD
potential.

Potential Strategies
• Revise policy language to • Replace existing policy
language with language that
specify that TOD in
expresses support for mixedEmployment Area – in a
• Add language that
use TOD and urban office
broad array of business
focuses taller building
buildings in the Employment
sectors – should be
typologies in the
Area.
focused on properties
Overlake Village to
closest to the light rail
• Identify specific viewpoints or
accommodate
station.
corridors.
growth.
• Identify specific viewpoints
• Remove limits on builds types
or corridors.
and placement – replace with
design standards

Potential • Keep existing policy
language
Strategies

LU-C, LU-F, LU-H: Maximize Opportunity for Transit Oriented Development
Maintain existing policies related to
B: Focus on maximizing TOD potential around C: Significantly modify or remove policies related
Option A:
campus style developments, views, and
the light rail stations and maintain existing
to campus style developments, views, and
business sectors.

policy direction in the rest of OBAT.

business sectors to maximize TOD potential.

Themes Analysis
Equity & •
Inclusion

•

•

Maximizes distributional
equity.

•
Smaller, older
buildings in
Employment Area may
remain longer, and
•
tend to be more
affordable.

Could improve equity by
expanding business
options.

Distributional equity
concerns.

•

Might see additional
redevelopment pressure
in the Employment Area.
Views from above
ground-level may not be
easily accessible to those
with limited mobility
without additional design
standards.

•

Similar to option 1, with
relocation opportunities
and displacement risks
also near the Redmond
Technology Station.

•

Views from above groundlevel may not be
accessible to those with
limited mobility.

Maintain existing policies related to
Option A:
campus style developments, views, and
business sectors.

B: Focus on maximizing TOD potential around
the light rail stations and maintain existing
policy direction in the rest of OBAT.

C: Significantly modify or remove policies related
to campus style developments, views, and
business sectors to maximize TOD potential.

Themes Analysis

Sustainability •

•
Environmental
sustainability benefits
may be realized more
quickly in Overlake
Village.
•

•
More likely to result in
environmentally
sustainable development
pattern in both Overlake
Village and the
Employment Area.
Potential to combine
viewpoints with green
roof amenities.

•

Similar to option A, but
adding the Redmond
Technology Station area
as an area that would be
likely to experience the
environmental
sustainability benefits of
TOD more quickly.
Potential to combine
viewpoints with green
roof amenities.

LU-C, LU-F, LU-H: Maximize Opportunity for Transit Oriented Development
Maintain existing policies related to
B: Focus on maximizing TOD potential around C: Significantly modify or remove policies related
Option A:
campus style developments, views, and
the light rail stations and maintain existing
to campus style developments, views, and
business sectors.

policy direction in the rest of OBAT.

business sectors to maximize TOD potential.

Themes Analysis

Resiliency Not as flexible or
responsive to market
preferences for business
sectors or building
typologies.

•

•

Maximizes flexibility and
diversity of uses.

•

Adding view options that
are not at ground level
•
adds options, which
improves resiliency if
ground-level view
options are not available.
Choosing option B here •
may conflict with Option
1 in next discussion
(subareas).

Other •
Considerations

Choosing option C
•
here may conflict with
Option 1 in next
discussion (subareas).

•

May not accommodate •
allocated growth

May need adjustments to •
accommodate growth
(still under review)

Similar to option 1, but
with increased resiliency
around the Redmond
Technology Station.
Does not maximize TOD
potential immediately but
leaves room for future
amendments
Keeping a broad view
policy allows for creativity
and flexibility in
implementation.
Accommodates growth for
all growth scenarios.

Option A Potential Outcomes
OBAT Away from Stations

OBAT Around Technology Station

Overlake Village

Option B Potential Outcomes
OBAT Away from Stations

OBAT Around Technology Station

Overlake Village

Option C Potential Outcomes
OBAT Away from Stations

OBAT Around Technology Station

Overlake Village

Growth Scenarios - 2050
Baseline
What does it look like if we change
nothing in current zoning

Options A, B, or C

Centers

Centers + Corridors

Focus growth to urban centers &
station areas

Focus growth to urban centers,
station areas, and select arterials

Options B or C*

Options B or C*

Policy
Question
How should
existing
policies, that
may limit the
ability to
implement
TOD, be
modified or
eliminated?

A

No major changes

Impacts:
- TOD potential not
maximized
- Overlake Village
goes taller
- May not be able to
accommodate growth

B

Amend policy
language to
eliminate barriers
and focus TOD near
stations
Impacts:
- TOD potential not
maximized
- Leaves room for future
amendments

C

Significantly edit or
remove policies
that may impact
maximum potential
for TOD
Impacts:
- Maximizes TOD
potential immediately
- Might see broader
redevelopment and
displacement pressure
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Consolidate and reduce
the number of Land Use
and Zoning Categories

Policy Consideration
Applicable
Themes:
• Simplify the land use designation and zoning structure with the • Equity &
Inclusion
goal of increasing flexibility, resiliency, and economic vitality.
• Consider broadening comprehensive land use designations in • Sustainability
• Resiliency
order to streamline rezoning requests and allow for more

LU-A Consolidate and reduce the number of Land Use and Zoning
Categories.

flexibility.
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Consider Consolidating
into Two Subareas
• Do we need three subareas Employment, Overlake Village, and
Residential? Can we combine into two?
• Does having those subareas be so distinctly
different negatively impact flexibility for
TOD development around the light rail
stations?
• If we combine Overlake Business and
Advanced Technology (OBAT) & Overlake
Village zones, what distinctions, if any,
would we want to maintain?
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Examples
Employment Area

Overlake Village

Residential Area
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Policy Question
How should Overlake subareas be
organized?
There is a tension between clearly demarcating the employment
areas and Overlake Village and consolidating the Overlake Village
and Employment areas into a single Overlake Mixed-Use Subarea
to allow more flexibility in uses
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Policy
Question
Option 1 keeps a
distinction between
employment
development and
mixed-use areas
- will focus housing into
the Overlake Village
area
Option 2 allows
maximum flexibility
around both stations

1. Leave As Is

2. Combine Employment
& Village into one Subarea

Streamlining/Simplifying Overlake Neighborhood Subareas
Option 1: Keep the existing clear
demarcation between the
employment areas and Overlake
Village area
Potential • Maintain the focus on offices,
corporate campuses, research and
Strategies
development, compatible high
technology manufacturing,
distribution, and business services
that directly support surrounding
businesses
• Campus style of development
pattern remains in place in the
Employment Area, potentially with
taller buildings near the Redmond
Technology light rail station.

2: Consolidate the Overlake Village and
Employment areas into one subarea and
allow more flexibility in uses
• Combine the Overlake Village and
Employment subareas into one.
• Keep the residential district as-is, except
incorporate existing multifamily into the
Metro Center boundary.
• Update policies and statement of intent to
allow more flexibility of uses and building
typologies.
• Revise policies and design standards to
provide transitions between the Metro
Center boundary (shown in blue on the map
below) and surrounding residential areas.
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Option

1: Keep the existing clear demarcation between the employment
areas and Overlake Village area

2: Consolidate the Overlake Village and Employment areas into one
subarea and allow more flexibility in uses

Themes Analysis
Equity & •
Inclusion

Jobs may be less accessible; impact •
that could be mitigated through
investments in multimodal mobility.

Could increase opportunities for housing
in Employment Area. Limited potential
given land ownership.

•

Limits the availability of affordable
housing near employment.

Sustainability •

Continued job growth in
Employment Area would promote
economic sustainability.

•

Adds additional sustainability through
improved flexibility of uses and building
typologies

•

Environmental sustainability could
be enhanced through the planned
TOD near light rail to limit car
dependence.

•

Improves sustainability by providing
housing within walking distance of
employment.

Option

1: Keep the existing clear demarcation between the
employment areas and Overlake Village area

Resiliency •

2: Consolidate the Overlake Village and Employment areas
into one subarea and allow more flexibility in uses

Themes Analysis
Could be accomplished in a pro• Adds additional resiliency due to the
resilient manner.
increased flexibility of uses.
•

Other •
Considerations

•

May result in the need to
concentrate taller building
typologies in Overlake Village to
accommodate anticipated growth.

Different activities at different times of
day makes neighborhood more vibrant
and resilient over time.
• Leaves the residential area substantially
as-is.

• Departs from current policies that
indicate a preference for office campus
Walksheds for each station overlap.
style developments.
• Allows for significant streamlining of
policies, reducing the number of
policies.

Policy
Question

1. Leave As Is – Maintain
Distinction

2. Combine Employment
& Village into one Subarea

Option 1 keeps a
distinction between
employment
development and mixeduse areas - will focus
housing growth into the
Overlake Village area
Option 2 allows
maximum flexibility
around both stations and
simplifies the code and
Plan policies
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www.Redmond.gov/Redmond2050
Beckye Frey, Principal Planner
bfrey@redmond.gov

Overlake
Zoning
Districts
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What does that mean for Overlake?
Overlake
GROWTH TARGETS

Ranges in Scenarios

NEW jobs

10,000 – 12,000

NEW housing units

8,000 – 10,000
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